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Mamma’s boys: Co-founders Victor Lugger 
(left) and Tigrane Seydoux. Below: Gloria 

&Eat Drink
Victor Lugger, co-founder of itaLian restaurant 
group Big MaMMa, on his first London opening, 
gLoria, the periLs of Brexit and why eVeryone 
needs to try his Big BaLLs… By laura millar
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     sushisamba,  
Covent garden
The Greenhouse Effect is truly alive 
and well at this airy, black-and- 
white-tiled offshoot of the popular 
City branch. @sushisamba

You already have several 
successful restaurants in 
france so why did you choose 
to launch one in london?
It was more a case of coming here 
because it was such an exciting 
prospect for us. I definitely don’t 
think London needed us! But we 
need London because we love the 
city – it’s always been a huge 
inspiration for us.

how’s the response been  
in london so far?
In Paris, for the past six years,  
we’ve been very lucky. We have 
queues an hour long every day  
so you kind of get used to it. But  
on that first Friday [February 22] 
when we were due to open here,  
I was s***ting myself – what if no 
one turned up? Thankfully, 40 
minutes before, one guy appeared, 
and by the time the doors opened 
there was a queue around the block. 
London has been incredibly 
welcoming and that applies not just 
to customers but to other people in 
the industry.

so what would you say is the 
secret of your success?
To me, it’s really about the simplest 
things. If you have all of the 
following, you should find you’re 
packed out wherever you are: good 
food, cheap prices, service with a 
smile and nice design. That’s what  
I look for when I go out to eat. But 
the most important thing is the 
prices. At the moment, with Brexit 
and people not knowing what’s 
happening, there aren’t many who 

can afford a £60 lunch – but £16/£18 
is doable. And if you can do dinner 
for around £23, with wine and 
coffee, then more people will come.

ah, yes, the b-word. did the 
uncertainty of that not put 
you off coming to the uK?
Well, people did ask me why  
I wanted to open a restaurant in 
London knowing Brexit was coming. 
But, to me, you don’t not date a 
beautiful woman just because in  

a few weeks she might run off with 
someone else!

the menu is, shall we say, 
slightly cheeky – you offer 
things like filippo’s big balls. 
are the names your idea?
No, it’s the whole team. One of us, 
Celeste, came up with the Youporn 
Pizza. I said it was a bad idea but  
we put it on the menu during our 
soft opening. Then the Eater website 
got wind of it and the next day 

Food, Gloria’s food: Pizzas and profiteroles get the Big Mamma treatment

     merCer roof 
terraCe, vintrY & 
merCer hotel
With a cracking view over the 
rooftops and church spires in 
and around Mansion House, 
this soft, soothing space is 
flooded with light by day.  
@vintryandmercer
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     Brasserie of Light, seLfridges  
What’s not to love about having a Swarovski-
crystal-encrusted sculpture of Pegasus hovering 
above you as you dine? That’s if you’re not 
distracted by the electric blue banquettes and  
the pink marble bathroom... @brasserieoflight

five of London’s most instagrammaBLe restaurants

Michelin-starred chef Claude Bosi 
took over at Bibendum two years ago 
and elevated an already iconic South 
Ken building to greater heights with 
his gourmet cuisine. Try the six-course 
tasting menu or, if you’re a seafood 
lover, order from the Oyster Bar.

bibendum.co.uk

three more euro stars
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                      sketch
Be pretty in pink in the 

marshmallow-hued 
Gallery, where the 

seating is velvet-soft 
and artworks by David 
Shrigley decorate the 

walls. Perfect for a 
Mayfair afternoon tea.  

@sketchlondon

    Petersham 
nurseries, 
covent garden
Step into a floral 
fantasy where artfully 
arranged bouquets 
adorn long wooden 
tables and Italian 
crystal chandeliers  
add to the elegance.  
@petershamnurseries

Barrafina is practically a central 
London institution, with a small empire 
of tasty tapas restaurants. Think 
perfect Iberico jamon, spicy padron 
peppers, classic patatas bravas and 
more, in bright, informal settings with 
marble-topped counters.

barrafina.co.uk

Pasta masters Padella have risen to 
the top of the capital’s food scene 
thanks to their simple but innovative 
focus on fresh, handmade carbs 
adorned with various sauces, with 
most prices around a tenner. The 
perma-queues attest to its success.

padella.co

announced the Youporn Pizza was 
coming to Shoreditch – so it became 
permanent. But we don’t take things 
too seriously…

What are your personal 
favourites on the menu?
I love the carbonara. We do it very 
authentically, it’s made the Italian 
way – no cream! And it’s very 
experiential. It serves two and 
comes to the table in a big, 
hollowed-out wheel of pecorino.  

I recommend our profiteroles too – 
they are typically Neapolitan and 
come with infinite amounts of hot 
chocolate sauce and ice cream, which 
we make fresh every single day.

the vibe is fun, the decor is 
cool, people are queueing to 
get in… do you think we need 
a bit of fun at the moment?
The design is a result of the team 
reimagining Capri, off season, with 
lots of flowers, pink and yellow 

fabrics, green and peach Carrera 
marble. If Gloria was a person, I’d 
say she’d be like Frida Kahlo – but 
Italian and with a smile! And when 
it comes to fun, yes, we all need  
it, but once you walk through our 
door, you’re in a completely different 
world for a couple of hours. And I 
believe that’s always been the whole 
point of a restaurant.

Gloria, 54-56 Great Eastern St, EC2
bigmammagroup.com
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